
Fouzul  Hameed  Presents  Men’s
Wedding Ceremonial Collection

Fouzul Hameed, fashion designer and Managing Director of Hameedia and Envoy
Mansion, recently unveiled a range of formal attire for men, called the Wedding
Ceremonial Collection.

Hameedia has been a prominent figure when bringing out fashionable attire for
men in Sri Lanka and Fouzul Hameed has been at the helm guiding the company
to  create  novel  designs.  With  a  wealth  of  experience spanning more than a
decade,  Fouzul  Hameed has now extended his  capabilities and knowledge to
present a collection that is suitable for men who are looking to add glamour and
sophistication for their special day.

The fabrics and accessories used are of the highest quality and the designs are
high cut enabling clients to obtain a world class suit that reflects current trends
prevalent in the world of fashion. Further, personalised consultation, designing,
development  and  focus  that  pertain  exclusively  to  the  Wedding  Ceremonial
Collection, consisting of wedding attire, will enhance the customer experience to
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present standards that are on par with global fashion elements. Moreover, clients
can receive a ‘makeover’ through the advice and guidance of Fouzul Hameed.

“Many people spend a lot of money and still they aren’t able to get value for their
money,”  said  Fouzul  Hameed.  “Customers,  who  want  to  make  a  statement,
understand quality and good clothing can come to us to get a world class suit. We
develop concepts and designs for anyone who wants something new and unique.”

Altogether,  the  Wedding  Ceremonial  Collection  includes  total  solutions  for
wedding attire for men under one roof and also includes specially designed shoes
to match the ensemble. Countless styles are available for selection and clients
have the opportunity to get their own custom-made suit from an array of colours.
The suits are designed conforming to the color and style of the bridal, giving
much attention to detail so that the outfits offer the elegance and grace that
accompany the ceremony.

Tailor made to cater to customer satisfaction the newest range, the Wedding
Ceremonial Collection, is available Exclusively at the Envoy Mansion.


